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Executive Summary
This document summarizes the results of the Marketplace activities in the first year of the
Smart4Europe project. The report presents an analysis of the services and functionalities that should
be included in the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) Marketplace. The aim of the Marketplace is to
provide an overall picture of the SAE offerings and to build a bridge between suppliers and end-users
(SMEs). A deskwork research was performed for data gathering via investigating existing relevant
Marketplaces and related best practices.
Features that are considered important to be included in Smart4Europe Marketplace are:






Information regarding the expertise and trainings offered by SAE initiative
Information about the products, technologies and tools offered by SAE initiative
Best practices and success stories
Access to a list of Digital Innovation Hubs
Helpdesk

Moreover, these following additional functionalities are recognized to be also suitable for a
Marketplace:




Information about funding and other financial opportunities (open calls)
Brokerage tool to match suppliers and users as well as technology offers/requests
Specific pricing tags for each technology, product and service

Some further capabilities that could be included in the Marketplace are the ability to instantly buy the
products and services online and also being able to have an online discussion with other end users and
post questions.
The identified features and functionalities, which are based on the objectives of the SAE initiative and
the investigations, will act as a base for the development of the Marketplace in the next Smart4Europe
project period.
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1. Introduction
Smart4Europe addresses the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) Initiative, with its overall ambition to
contribute to Europe's need in accelerating the design, development, and uptake of advanced digital
technologies by bringing the related Innovation Actions (IAs) together. In order to boost digital
transformation of European Industry Smart4Europe will support European small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) and mid-caps to develop competitive products based on innovative electronic
components, software, and systems. In addition, Smart4Europe will support companies to achieve
competitive advantage by having early technology adoption. It will assist technology suppliers to seek
finance for their product development and make access to early customers.
Smart4Europe will strengthen the evolving digital sector in Europe by reinforcing the collaboration
between key players, competence centers, Digital Innovation Hubs and existing and future actions
supported under the SAE initiative. It will bring together and support the work of existing ETPs that are
creating strategies, roadmaps and research agendas for Europe and will support the existing
ecosystems in the fields of Smart Systems Integration (SSI), Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber Physical
Systems (CPS), Organic and Large Area Electronics (OLAE) and customized low energy computing. It
will help companies in the technical and non-technical sectors gain competitive advantage through
digitization and help them seek finance to achieve this. Finally, it will accelerate the design,
development, and uptake of advanced digital technologies contributing to the digital transformation
of European Industry.

Figure 1.1 Overall objectives of Smart4Europe

As shown in Figure 1.1 the Smart4Europe strategic objectives are threefold:
•
•
•

Connecting with the community and enhancing SAE growth by bringing on board SMEs and
mid-caps
Multiplying and creating an SAE ecosystem and achieving growth through collaboration
Enabling the next generation of SAE and growth in new sectors
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2. Vision and Goals of Smart4Europe Marketplace
As shown in Figure 1.1, one of the Smart4Europe objectives is to multiply and create an SAE ecosystem.
This is addressed via providing matching and brokering services; growth will further be supported
through collaboration and sharing of best practice. Growth for SMEs and mid-caps, growth through
collaboration, and growth in new sectors will be achieved by bringing together existing IA ecosystems,
ETP ecosystems and also via engagement with new Innovation Actions supported by SAE funding.
Brokering will be provided between users and suppliers utilizing a brokerage tool and via brokerage
events to match supply and demand. In order to support the goal of stimulating organic growth,
connection to further investment by creating linkages with regional/national initiatives will be
pursued. These activities are backed up by brokering between users and suppliers, by providing
information on funding, and by identifying and promoting a sustainable business model for Digital
Innovation Hubs within European regions. The SAE “Marketplace” will be a useful source of
information for all interested stakeholders, particularly newcomers, as it compiles the overall SAE offer
of services, information on opportunities and available funding, as well as platforms, tools and training.
Thus, the aim of this report is to find the best approach and design for the S4E Marketplace by
considering existing reference marketplaces. The design will replicate good practices in success cases.

2.1.

Why another Marketplace?

Currently, there exist several marketplace initiatives that cover directly or indirectly one of the four
technology SAE areas, viz. CPS, SSI, OLAE and customized low-energy computing (CLEC) powering CPS
and the IoT. The next subsection provides an analysis of these existing marketplaces.
The Smart4Europe Marketplace will provide an overall picture of the SAE offerings and will build a
bridge between suppliers and end-users (SMEs). It will make it easier for the customer (SMEs) to cut
procurement and administrative costs, as they will:









Find the best solution faster
Find the needed suppliers faster
Do networking
Share/common training and marketing campaigns
Get and compare more offers from different suppliers
Have all the value chain needed, suppliers and experts within one place
Read guidelines and tutorials, therefore reducing risks and research effort
Ease the communication and material exchange between the end users and the suppliers

2.2.

Summary of Initial Analysis of Available Marketplace

This section provides an initial investigation of the currently available marketplaces of the other SAE
projects with similar ambitions and a few related initiatives relevant for SAE. Concluding table 2.1 with
the summary of the offerings of the investigated best practices. In some of the cases, the
project/initiative offer more features which may be in their project website/portal but not promoted
D 1.2 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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within their marketplace itself. Hence, they are not mentioned as their offerings while the focus of this
deliverable is on the marketplace.

2.2.1.

Diatomic

DIATOMIC is an innovation action (IA) aligned to the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative for
boosting European Microelectronics Industry, which aims to establish a sustainable ecosystem in
health, agrifood and manufacturing sectors via its one-stop-shop portal. The DIATOMIC platform
exhibits the Digital Innovation Hubs' (DIHs) resources and coordinates connectivity within them.
A searchable profile database is mapped and provided to improve the user engagement, where DIH
members can present their competences, capacities, and expertise with direct contacts.

The platform design is based on the needs of three user profiles: innovation actors (entrepreneurs/
SMEs/ midcaps), supporters (competence centers, other support providers, and value chain
stakeholders) and enablers (investors/ corporates).
Innovation actors (SMEs with an already developed and tested idea) will gain the followings by joining
DIATOMIC one-stop-shop platform:






Access to a broad variety of technologies
Brokerage between competence centers with needed infrastructure
Technological support
Business support
Coaching and help to access private sources of finance
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DIATOMIC gives a great value proposition for Enablers (investors):




Access to an examined list of investment opportunities with high return
Ensure that only high potential recipients can be selected by the offer of quality control
Access to distributed digital solutions (potentially challenging outside of the DIH)

Few reasons why a competence center (supporters) should join DIATOMIC:




CCs joining the DIH will be advertised through the portal and have the opportunity to
matchmake
interest
and
form
small
consortia
for
developing
novel
products/processes/business models
Access to new regional networks and new business opportunities from across Europe

Workflow of the DIATOMIC One-Stop-Shop Platform
In general, the DIATOMIC platform has a user-friendly interface (pinned map on the start page) to aid
the investigation of DIHs, including member capacities, support services offered and the application
experiments. Some features of the portal will become available after registration like applying for open
calls, talking to other users and promoting a service as a competence center.
1. In the start page, the benefits for every user type is clearly mentioned
2. Digital Innovation Hubs tab displays the services of each DIH classified into three sectors
agrifood, health, and Advanced Manufacturing. After clicking on the desired service, a new
page will display with the detailed description of the service. Each DIH has a profile page
describing their competences, capacities, expertise, and contacts.
3. Success stories (AEs) tab covers the description of successful application experiments
4. Research services tab will provide a fast access to the services offered by each DIH. In the
engine, user can filter the domain of interest (health, agrifood, and manufacturing), the
geographical position and the type of the support (business support, technological support,
collaborative product design …).
5. A section for maximizing the reach of the open calls is provided. The section will show the
selection criteria and the open call procedure. Moreover, the section will include a direct link
to the application platform provided.
6. The messaging board section is offered for allowing users to communicate with each other.
The message sent will be received by all the registered users.

2.2.2.

CPSE Labs

CPSE Labs is a consortium of partners with expertise in cyber-physical systems and, part of the Smart
Anything Everywhere initiative.
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The CPSE Labs pilot marketplace is offering the assets/products related to results from the experiments
within the project. The main objectives of the ,marketplace pilot are to provide a portal for CPS
technology oriented to products, give visibility to high-quality products (quality assurance), be an
enabler for creating alliances for the commercialization of specialized solutions and, promote the
results of research actions.

One can become an interested partner and a member of the CPSE Labs ecosystem for building
solutions extracting synergies from third parties in the ecosystem or a collaborator partner who can
get a greater visibility and relevance in the Marketplace. Overall benefits that can be gained by
engaging in the Marketplace are:





Visibility of products
Quality assurance control for products by expert Design Centers
Meeting other partners and creating alliances for the commercialization of stand-alone
solutions as well as new value chains
Guidance and best practice recommendations for the product development

Workflow of the CPSE Labs Marketplace
The portal is a “meeting point” and a “store window” that an interested partner can join the
community after registration and validation. The landing page describes CPSE Labs very briefly and
there are two sections products and providers that can be explored.
1. Start page introduces the CPSE Labs as Smart Anything Everywhere initiative.
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2. Product section is filled with a list of products and services (currently 12) that after clicking on
one new page will show up with the Description of the product and in some cases the links to
the provider website and repositories.
3. Providers section is the list of companies in the ecosystem (currently 10) that after clicking
there will be the description of the partner’s activity and contact information.

2.2.3.

SmartEEs

SmartEEs is aligned with Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative and it is an acceleration program
committed to helping innovative companies to access new markets and grow their business in the field
of adopting flexible electronics.
The SmartEEs Marketplace consists of three main parts a Showroom with more than 35 products and
disruptive technologies, a Community with Business connections and Brokerage activities services.
The purpose of the showroom is to give visibility to more than 35 innovative technologies based on
flexible electronics so that they can be integrated in new products.
SmartEEs Community connects 62 representatives of associations, clusters, investors, ETP, EU
networks, suppliers, and end-users. The community members will be involved in the selection and
support of 20 application experiments. Active new stakeholders can join the network.
SmartEEs Brokerage tool aims to facilitate and help growing businesses. Some of its benefits are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Get in contact with specialized and dedicated experts and services
Ability to offer your own services
Take part to dedicated events and workshops with preferred access
Post and answer business announces
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Workflow of the SmartEEs Marketplace
1. The homepage is a navigator to three main parts of the Marketplace with a short description
of each
2. The showroom will open a page with 4 different categories Energy (Organic and flexible
photovoltaics), Interaction (OLED displays), Light (OLED and novel lighting) and, Intelligence
(novel Electronics & Components and Integrated Smart Systems). After choosing one category
a new window will pop up with the list of technologies in that sector which can be filtered
based on applications (consumer electronics, packaging, automotive …. ) and technology type
(product and application experiment). Then by clicking on each technology, its specification
and features will be showed.
3. There is “submit your application experiment” link in the profile page of each technology that
will redirect to the SmartEEs open call page.
4. In the community page, there is a link for downloading SmartEEs Community Leaflet to know
more about the member and trends.
5. Brokerage activities have not started yet.

2.2.4.

TETRAMAX

TETRAMAX is also part of the European Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative and will act in the
domain of customized and low-energy computing for cyber-physical systems and the internet of things.
For the Technology Brokerage Network, the 23 TETRAMAX Competence Centers form a backbone of a
European network with competence in all fields of Customized Low-Energy Computing (CLEC) for
Cyber-Physical Systems and the Internet of Things. Each Competence Center is connected to further
Local Ecosystem Partners (LEPs) and Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs). SMEs, mid-caps and other
companies can use the network to identify digitization technology suppliers all across Europe, and
academic research institutions can effectively offer their new technologies to European industries.

Workflow of the TETRAMAX Technology Brokerage Network
1. In the start page, the user can browse the network and search for specific technology partners
throughout Europe. The query can be filtered by country, name and three different types
(competence centers, local ecosystem partners, and digital innovation hubs). After choosing
the desired network a contact information, website link and the competences of the network
will be shown.
2. Local contact point per country will redirect the user to a page with the list of contact
information for each 28 European Union (EU) country.
3. The user can perform the search via the “advanced search” tab with a different interface but
the same results as step 1. Based on the requested competences and country partners will be
listed.
4. On “Active tech offers”, industries can look through a list of the offering technologies and if
they were interested in any can contact the Chief Technology Broker. Each inquiry has a short
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description of the technology and the institute that is providing it plus the possible application
areas.
5. “Post technology request” will aid the users in need of individual assistance for finding
technology partners or a specific solution for digitization issue. They can post their R&D
request by filling a form stating their name and affiliation and describing the specific
technology request they are looking for with their chosen application domain. TETRAMAX
experts will dispatch the request within the network.
6. If one has an HW/SW technology offering in customized and low-energy computing and is
looking for potential industry partners can post its technology offer through the brokerage
network. A form should be filled with the name, affiliation, contact email, application domain,
title and, the description of the technology offer. Also, the procedure can be anonymous.

2.2.5.

I4MS

I4MS stands for ICT Innovation for Manufacturing SMEs and it is a European Commission program for
expanding the digital innovation of manufacturing in Europe.
The I4MS observatory goal is to help other stakeholders and participants to know which are the
participating competence centers (CC) and Digital Innovation Hubs (DIH) and their roles within I4MS
activities.
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Workflow of the I4MS Observatory
1. The I4MS DIH observatory is part of its main page with a list of DIHs that can be scrolled and
clicked on. The flag of the origin country and the application areas represent each DIH. After
clicking on each DIH there will be a short description followed by offered services and contact
information.
2. Instead of scrolling through the DIH list the user can search for them which can be filtered by
category (laser, sensors, CPS, IoT, robotics and cloud-based HPC simulation).
3. Another option for exploring the DIH list is the I4MS DIH map view with the pinned DIHs in
different colors representing the different categories (laser, sensors…).

4. There is a link to EU DIH policy.

2.2.6.

FIWARE Marketplace

FIWARE is the smart solution platform of choice and it is Open Source. FIWARE mission is to build an
open sustainable ecosystem around public, royalty-free and implementation-driven software platform
standards that will ease the development of new Smart Applications in multiple sectors.
FIWARE Marketplace is a global one-stop-shop for disseminating existing commercial offerings around
FIWARE. It gives visibility to a wide range of solutions, platforms, FIWARE-ready technologies, services
and, FIWARE related training or coaching.
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Workflow of the FIWARE Marketplace
1. The landing page consist of three main sections “Powered by FIWARE”, “FIWARE-ready
technologies” and, “FIWARE Services”.
a. Powered by FIWARE includes two subsections “Solutions” and “Platforms” following
by a short description and a link for exploring and one for applying. After clicking on
explore new page will appear with a long list with the solution names and a short
description and details bottom (the list is not searchable just should scroll through it).
In the details page of the solution, there is a detailed description, link to the
documentation, link to demos and videos and references. In addition, the application
domain of the solution and website link with further contact information is available.
How to apply opens a new page with a guideline and a link for joining the Marketplace.
b. FIWARE-ready technologies have two categories of “IoT devices” and “Software
enablers”. The workflow is the same as “a. Powered by FIWARE”.
c. FIWARE Services are “Training and coaching” and “Consulting and integration
services”. The same as “a. Powered by FIWARE”.
2. There is a separate link on the Strat page “publish your offering on the FIWARE Marketplace”
which will open the same link as to how to apply.

2.2.7.

FundingBox

FundingBox is a free platform for startups and SMEs for finding tech-related communities and public
funding. The User can sign up on the platform and choose desired topics, which later will receive
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emails with recommendations for open calls and funding opportunities for their project. After
registering on the platform user will get access to discussion spaces with community experts.

Workflow of the FundingBox Platform
1. First page contains short notes about how the platform works and links for registering.
2. There is a collection of featured open calls available (TETRAMAX, TechFoodHub …) with a short
description about the domain and deadline with a link for applying. On apply page full
description of the project and the procedure of the open call is provided.
3. FundingBox spaces feature a list of communities (ICCar Community, I4MS, EU Projects Partner
Search …) which user can join and get access to exclusive tech communities and discussion
spaces. On each community page, there is a description of the community and the benefits of
being part of with a link for joining.
4. FundingBox enterprise is a platform for innovative organizations to attract, build and grow
their communities. It supports enterprises for managing open calls, building community and
marketplace.

2.2.8.

Fortissimo2

Fortissimo2 is a collaborative project that enables European SMEs to be more competitive globally by
using simulation services running on High-Performance Computing Cloud infrastructure. The project
involves 123 partners (74 SMEs) including Manufacturing Companies, Application Developers, Domain
Experts, IT Solution Providers and HPC Cloud Service Providers from 14 countries. These partners are
engaged in 53 experiments (case studies) where business relevant simulations of industrial processes
are implemented and evaluated. The project is part of the ICT Innovation for Manufacturing SMEs
(I4MS) Initiative.
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The Fortissimo Marketplace offers European businesses, particularly Small & Medium Enterprises
(SMEs), permanent, simple and cost-effective access to the necessary hardware, software, and
expertise required for computationally intensive simulations, via an on-demand, pay-per-use, onestop-shop model. It also brokers novel solutions to SMEs challenges, enables them to discover new
opportunities and, brings together all the necessary actors to construct a solution that matches SMEs’
business requirements.
General offerings of the fortissimo Marketplace are:





Buying solutions: search in the service catalogue and buy with a click.
Knowledge database: guides, technical documents, and tutorials are provided.
Domain experts: access to domain experts in HPC, Simulations, Modelling and Data Analytics.
Selling: vendors can add their services to the Marketplace catalogue and promote them.

Benefits of fortissimo Marketplace:







On-demand access to advanced simulation and modeling resources
Access to state-of-the-art HPC facilities
Matchmaking services
Access to a Capability register advertising and promoting services
Run simulations in hours rather than days
Access to best-practice guides

Workflow of the Fortissimo Marketplace
1. The first page contains short notes about the offerings of the platform followed by a floating
menu of available solutions for selling. For each solution, there is a name of the provider and
type of the service with a short description and a price tag. The offered solutions can be filtered
based on the industry type (automotive, energy, health, manufacturing and …) and resources
D 1.2 © Smart4Europe Consortium
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(software development, CPU usage, storage, package and …). After scrolling the landing page
there is “get inspired section” with the success stories of previous projects. Success stories can
be searched by filtering countries and industry types. Last on the page is a link for a helpdesk.
2. Buy solutions page is the same as the first page selling solutions section except that solutions
can be filtered by means of expertise (consulting and code review). After choosing a solution,
a new page with detailed pricing information will be opened. In some cases, the information
is provided in some other languages as well as English. At the bottom of the page, there are
success stories from industries, which have used the offered solution.
3. Success stories page starts with a general short description of the success story followed by
the company (SME which used the solution) detail, the targeted challenge, the proposed
solution, benefits obtained by the use of the fortissimo solution and the organizations
involved. Stories can be searched via title, industry type and the country.
4. Partners page represents Europe’s major HPS technology providers which can be filtered by
their specialization (domain expert, end users, HPC experts, HPC provider, application expert
and independent software vendor). For each provider, there is a short description and contact
information. Additionally, the list of solutions offered by the company and the success stories
of their solutions are available.
5. Get in touch page is for providing support and help and contains a form for sending an enquiry
to the fortissimo support team.

2.2.9.

The IoT Marketplace

The IoT Marketplace is a one-stop click-and-buy-store, offering complete Internet of Things solutions
ready to deploy smart applications including hardware, software, and cloud connection.
The IoT Marketplace features kits that contain programmed sensor nodes connected to specific cloud
applications. Kits can be used in commercial demos, proof of concept projects or pilots with minimum
configuration. The Marketplace allows customers to try solutions and visualize how to scale them.
The Marketplace offers three types of solutions:






Develop a Cloud APP: Application development kits are an option for those that want to
program a solution on top of an existing cloud development platform and test it with real
sensors.
Deploy a Demo: Vertical kits include a selection of most demanded sensors in each vertical and
a basic visualizing tool designed by Libelium. They are the best option to build PoC for those
that want to test technology in a specific market.
Customer Project: Solution Kits are the fastest go-to-market option. They include solutionoriented software already integrated with specific hardware to set up a pilot within hours.
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Advantages of IoT Marketplace packaged solutions:





Prevent customers from getting lost while designing their IoT projects
Choose the right hardware and the cloud components in a simple process
Only certified products (CE / FCC / IC)
Cover the lack of integrated solutions from hardware to application level

Benefits of becoming a partner on the IoT Marketplace:






Greater visibility: the solution kit will be available on the website.
Gain new customer: IoT Marketplace will report who is buying the kit with their platform in
order to follow up with them.
Real environment: potential customers can test their software platform for a specific
application fully integrated with sensors.
Shorten sale cycle: offering a fully integrated solution from hardware to application speeds up
the decision making process for the final customer.
Scale faster: IoT projects are challenging to define. Having something specific like a kit to start
discussing with the customers avoids the effect of facing a blank page.
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Workflow of the IoT Marketplace
1. The first page is the shop with a collection of offered solutions. Solutions can be filtered based
on their application domain (Smart agriculture, Smart weather, Smart security, eHealth, Smart
water quality …), type (application development kit, solution kit), cloud services license and
connectivity type (4G, ZigBee, Sigfox, and LoRaWAN). For each solution, there is a description
with pictures, price tag, availability status, application examples, hardware component list,
required documentation and a link for technical support forum if available.
2. Current partners page contains the list of the partners. After choosing any partner there will
be a short description of the company followed by its offered product list.
3. In the become a partner page there is a list of benefits for joining the Marketplace followed
by a three step guideline for getting the solution in the IoT Marketplace (share the idea,
integration and validation, ready to market).
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Domain

DIATOMIC
One-StopShop
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Y
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Y

Y

N

N

N

(list of
compani
es in
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ecosyste
m, 10)

(list of
offered
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N

Y

Y

Y
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of DIH)
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explicitly
but for
each
sector
one can
submit an
applicatio
n
experime
nt)

Y

-

-

(Not
explicitly
but it is
offered in
the
website)

(Not
explicitly
but
they
post
technology
offers after
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website
)

I4MS
Observatory
(initiative)

Fiware
Marketplace

Fundingbox
Platform

Fortissimo2
Marketplace

IoT
Marketplace

Manufactu
ring

discussing
within the
communit
y)

N

N

N

-

-

-

-

(Compan
ies who
offered
solutions
with
the use
of
FIWARE)

( solutions
with the
use of
FIWARE)

(Not
explicitl
y but
the
solution
s are
AEs)

(list of
companies
as
consultancy
service)

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

(Map
of DIH)
Smart
Application
s in
multiple
sectors
around
FIWARE

Smart
Application
s in
multiple
sectors
HighPerforman
ce
Computing
in multiple
sectors

IoT in
multiple
sectors

-

Y

Y

(Compan
ies who
offered
solutions
)
-

(Not
explicitly
but
they post
technology
offers after
discussing
within the
communit
y)

(Success
stories)

Y

Y

(Compan
ies who
offered
solutions
)

(Applica
tion
exampl
e)

Table 2.1 Summary of the offerings of available Marketplaces
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2.3.

Considerations for the SAE Marketplace

In this section, we discuss the findings from the initial analysis of available marketplaces, which will be
a good baseline for further directions of the SAE Marketplace. Possibly the Marketplace will be
embedded in the website/innovation portal of the initiative/project. While the overall portal will offer
much more information, the Marketplace (section) is dedicated to the following features.
Based on the offerings of the available marketplaces a survey was designed with questions and issues
regarding the functionalities that can be included in the Smart4Europe Marketplace. This resulted in
the following views.
Features that are considered important to be included in Smart4Europe Marketplace are:






Information regarding the expertise and trainings offered by SAE initiative
Information about the products, technologies and tools offered by SAE initiative
Best practices and success stories
Access to a list of Digital Innovation Hubs
Helpdesk

Moreover, these following additional functionalities are recognized to be also suitable for a
marketplace:




Information about funding and other financial opportunities (open calls)
Brokerage tool to match suppliers and users as well as technology offers/requests
Specific pricing tags for each technology, product and service

Some further capabilities that could be included in the marketplace are the ability to instantly buy the
products and services online and also being able to have an online discussion with other end users and
post questions.
In the following, we discuss the SAE Marketplace considerations in more detail.

2.4.

What is the Purpose of the SAE Marketplace?

The main goal of the Marketplace is to act as a showroom and give visibility to a wide range of
platforms, services, technologies and, solutions with the related training and coaching of the SAE
initiates offerings.
The SAE Marketplace will gather the overall offer of the SAE initiates in one place, to give all
stakeholders, including potential customers a complete overview on expertise, tools and services
including:
•
•
•

Information on available platforms, tools, products, expertise, training, funding
possibilities (Marketplace, one-stop-shop)
Brokerage tool to match suppliers and users as well as technology offers/requests via an
on-line based tool
Data on SAE projects, participants and cascading funding experiments

The Marketplace brings together the overall offer of the SAE Initiative and related networks. It is
foreseen as the basis for a one-stop shop making available the SAE offer in terms of expertise, products,
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tools, platforms, services and skills acquisition. The Marketplace will contain relevant information,
databases, links to relevant European and national repositories as well as a brokerage tool for matching
supply and demand as well as customers and users. Targeted products and services for the digitisation
of European industry will be promoted and sustainability will be provided via advertising. The
definition of the business model of this Marketplace and future generation of revenue streams will be
part of the sustainability plan.

3. SAE Marketplace
3.1. What is in the Marketplace? What should be included and what not?
The Marketplace will be a meeting point, which eases the access to the Industry market for start-ups
and SMEs. Through the Marketplace, users will be able to find partners' description and contact
information, description of products, links to websites, available open calls and, matching tool (match
supply and demand, SME and expertise).
Generally, the Marketplace will be a catalog of services offered by SAE initiates, function as a one-stopshop to give access to technology, knowledge, and market.
Figure 3.1 shows the main pillars of the Marketplace. The overall offer/portfolio of the SAE initiative
should be in an attractive and easy to filter way (products, technologies, services, expertise, and
training). In addition, since the main goal of the Marketplace is to visualize the available tools and
services the success stories are for promoting and marketing the products.
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Competencies

List of organizations and service providers

• Description of the organization and its application domain with contact information
• Information about their offered competencies, expertise and trainings

Technologies

Collection of products and technological solutions

• Information about the owner, and details on technical implementation (if possible links
to documents and manuals, Wikis or website)
• Success stories related to each technology
• Pricing tag!

Brokerage Tool

Open calls

match suppliers and users as well as technology offers
Cascading funding experiments

• Information about funding and financial opportunities

Help Desk
Figure 3.1 S4E Marketplace tentative services

3.2. Who can join and How?
The Marketplace is open to anyone who is interested in the offerings. Initially, it will be populated by
SAE initiatives' offers (tools, products, expertise, and training) however, as part of the Smart4Europe,
we are looking at new applications in non-technical sectors, e.g. agriculture, wearables etc. so in long
term it can be exhibit some offerings which have been quality checked in these areas.

3.3. Benefits of Being Part of
The design of the Marketplace is based on the needs of two user profiles: SMEs, for them to draw the
right scenario regarding their technical challenge, in order to get tailored both technical and
business/innovation support and Competence centers to make them and their offers visible.
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SMEs:






Access to a wide range of innovative technologies
Access to a brokerage tool for finding the best recommendations
Access to business support and coaching
Access to funding opportunities
Opportunity to find a potential partner or collaborator

Competence centers:



Showcase their product and have visibility to attract new customer
Access to new networks and business opportunities

3.4. Tentative Workflow of the SAE Marketplace
Here is a tentative workflow and a possible scenario for the SAE Marketplace:
1. The landing page of the marketplace is the shop with the list of the products and technological
solutions of the SAE initiatives. The list can be filtered based on the type (software, tool,
testbed, expertise…) and the application domain (Healthcare, Manufacturing…). Additionally,
the list should be searchable. Moreover, there will be a short description of the benefits of the
SAE Marketplace. After selecting a solution, a new page will be opened with the name of the
provider and a detailed description of the technology. If available the price tag of the solution
and the links for the technical documents and manuals, Wikis or website should be provided.
At the end of the page success stories related to the solution can be mentioned (or a link) as
an inspiration.
2. “Competence Centers” page contains a map with the pinned list of organizations and service
providers. The map can be filtered based on the domain and the geographical region of the CC
(searchable). After choosing, any CC there will be a short description of the company followed
by its offered product list and the offered training and coaching with the contact information.
3. Brokerage page contains an online tool that matches the suppliers and the users.
4. Cascade funding page has the list of the available open call Information and financial
opportunities within the SAE initiative. For each entry, there will a short description followed
by the link to the open call page.
5. Helpdesk section provides a form for sending enquiry for getting support and help from the
SAE initiative.
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4. Discussion
The gathered information in this deliverable (D1.2 "Report on Marketplace") is for having a clear idea
for the targeted SAE Marketplace. As it is the first stage, the information may need to be revised and
validated in the future when the development of the Marketplace start.
Based on examining the available marketplaces and best practices a set of tentative services are
identified to be addressed. Initially, the Marketplace will be populated by the offerings of the SAE
initiates and all the available information from already existing SAE innovation actions will be copied
to it. The Marketplace can also act as a recommender system and point to a relevant already existing
one.
Particularly, there are some prerequisites and difficulties that need to be addressed for the next steps
and iterations of the Marketplace:
•
•
•

Technical possibilities of brokerage and the Marketplace development.
Sustainable plan for the further generation of the Marketplace beyond the duration of
the Smart4Europe project.
Dedicated efforts and resources for the maintenance, and dissemination of the
Marketplace.
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